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Higgins describes eight major stages of the creative problem-solving process: Environment Analysis Recognizing the Problem Of Identifying the Problem Of Creating Assumptions Creating Alternatives To Create Alternatives To Implementation of The Selected Solution Office 1 - Environment Analysis You Should Constantly Seek Out
Problems, Including Opportunities. Being able to recognize problems and opportunities as they arise is essential to success. This phase includes gathering information about the organization, market, competition, economy, customers, personnel, processes, assumptions, weak signals, internal and external organizational environment.
What happens that can lead to problems or opportunities? 2 - Recognizing the problem Of the use of information collected in the first step, an awareness of problems or opportunities is formed. 3 - Identifying the problem at this stage involves ensuring that efforts are focused on solving the real problem, rather than simply eliminating
symptoms, and setting the goals of the problem-solving process. What will be proof that the problem has been solved? The outcome of this phase is a set of decision-making criteria for evaluating different options. Rational and intuitive thinking will be used at this stage. 4 - Making assumptions, it is necessary to make assumptions about
the state of future factors in a problem situation, such as the state of the economy. Suggestions can be a major obstacle to the potential success of the solution or overestimating the potential of the alternative. 5 - Creating alternatives Generation alternatives involves cataloguing known options (rational act) and generating additional
options (rational and intuitive act. It is at this stage where most creative processes are located. set in the third stage. A rational part of this exercise is to identify the possible outcomes of the various alternatives. 7 - Implementing a selected solution Once you have a clear idea of what you want to do and plan to execute it, you can take
action. Set goals, target dates, get support from others, and outline detailed steps. Implementation is a number of challenges and opportunities. 8 - Control score results is final, and often over-looked condition in the creative processing process. The goal of this phase is to determine how well the actions you have taken have solved the
problem, and can feed directly back to the environmental analysis stage, starting a new cycle of creative problem solving. It is important to recognize the shortcomings in your own decisions if There are no specific methods. Check out the first method of environmental analysis. Go back to the Creative Process page. lwptoc widthfull
titleFontSize 100% itemsFontSize100% colorSchemeinherit backgroundColor#d8d8d8 borderColor#f73838 linkColor #0000db hoverLinkColor #ffffff A very useful book, and I give it 5 stars for easy fulfillment of his goal, i.e. introduction to many methods of problem-solving, and I highly recommend it for this purpose. This book does not go
into a comprehensive discussion of different methods and it was not intended, but it gives a very good introduction to each and you can further explore those methods that you would like to use. I've researched some of them online (free). It categorizes methods by function (in other words, it presents different methods at a certain stage of
the problem-solving process in which they are most effective) and gives you an excellent resume in the app. I've read quite a few books on problem solving/decision-making, and they're all being checked toward divergence and convergence, or creative and critical thinking. One book I read (Psychology of Intelligence Analysis) made a
very good point that creative and critical thinking are absolutely necessary in the problem-solving process, however, he says they don't mix well. You must consciously and diligently stop all criticism and judgment, no matter how small, at different stages of the problem-solving process - delayed judgment. This is the basis for any
productive brainstorming, or even any individual analysis of the problem. There will be plenty of time to evaluate later. This book functions as a brainstorming ... it presents many ideas and approaches, and allows you to view each one and determine what is best for your situation. Many of the techniques in this book, and any other
problem-solving book, are actually just different options for brainstorming sessions (large or smaller groups, extra step or two, restrictions on one or another, changing procedures, etc..), which is also fine. Most problem-solving methods are either brainstorming sessions of some sort, or methods designed to force you to put aside your
preconceived opinions and explore the problem from different perspectives (yes, that is a major simplification). The book is organized and formatted very well. The information is presented interestingly and never gets boring. Most sections are short and sweet, and what several times it goes beyond a couple of pages is necessary. I really
enjoyed summing up the steps that throughout the book and the mini case studies were good as well. Personally, I'd like to see at least a couple of extended case studies, but that wasn't the goal Book. One of my favorites is the Delphi technique. I actually used the form of it several times in my work before I even knew it was a technique,
and I suspect many of you have used it too in an informal sense. I've had some good success with it and find it a great technique at any stage of the problem solving process, whether I'm dealing with professionals, non-specialists, mechanics, or bozos. A very helpful, well-written and well-organized book. $15 or so for a book is a great
investment for your career or business. I'm sure there are more comprehensive books that cost a lot more, but it accomplishes its purpose nicely. (wpsm_box type red float is not text_align left Recommended book: Power Now PDF (/wpsm_box) Innovation or Evaporation - Creative Problem Solving Process - Creative Methods for
Environmental Analysis, Recognition and Problem Detection, and Making Assumptions - Individual Methods for Generating Alternatives - Group Methods for Creating Alternatives - Creative Methods for Choosing Among Alternatives, And Implementation - Using Techniques - Application I. 101 Creative Problem Solving Methods PDF Free
download of wpsm_box type red float is not text_align left - Another recommended book: Advanced Tests on The Intelligence PDF/wpsm_box James M. Higgins, Ph.D., is the author, consultant, professor and entrepreneur. that is used in his seminars. His following two books, Innovation or Evaporate: Test and Improve Your Organization
in I -His Innovative Coefficient and Escape from the Maze: Increasing Personal and Group Creativity, will be published in 1995. He is the author of numerous articles and cases. He is an experienced consultant working with people and firms since 1985 to increase innovation as well as solve specific problems. Dr Higgins also consults with
organizations on strategic planning and behavioural areas such as motivation, leadership, communication and stress management. His clients included the sev-eral divisions of Walt Disney Companies, Sun Trust Bank, Skopbank (Helsinki), and Florida Info-Management Services. Consultant since 1973. Dr. Higgins is a Professor of
Management at Roy E. Crummer Graduate School of Business at Rollins College in Winter Park, Florida. W1 Creative Problem Solving Methods provides him with an understanding of vital creative processes. It is believed that until your competitors learn these processes, knowing them will help you achieve a significant competitive
advantage, so get to know them before they do. No. Pages: 241 Language: File size: 4 MB file file : PDF Download Links to the book : 101 Creative Problem Solving Methods PDF 101 Creative Problem Solving Techniques Handbook od New Ideas for Business by James M. HIGGINS (en) PDF FREE download.101 Creative problem-
solving methods ContentsChapter I INNOVATE OR EVAPORATE INNOVATION AND CREATIVITYTHE FOUR P'S FROM CREATIVITY AND INNOVATIONTHE FOUR INNOVATIONREFERENCESChapter 2 CREATIVE PROBLEM-SOLVING PROCESSCREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING BUILDING CREATIVITY INTO PROBLEM-
SOLVING101 , AND MAKING ASSUMPTIONS TECHNIQUES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS TECHNOLOGIES FOR PROBLEM RECOGNITION TECHNIQUES PROBLEM DETECTION TECHNIQUES FOR MAKING ASSUMPTIONS ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS, RECOGNIZABLE AND IDENTIFYING PROBLEM AND MAKE
ASSUMPTIONSCHAPTER 4 INDIVIDUAL PROCESSES FOR GENERATING CREATIVE ALTERNATIVESCHAPTER 5 GROUP TECHNIQUES TO GENERATE ALTERNATIVES ADVANTAGES AND FLAWED SOLUTIONS GROUP MAKINGGROUP PROCESSES TO GENERATE CREATIVE CREATIVECHAPTER 6 CREATIVE
TECHNIQUES FOR SELECTION AMONG ALTERNATIVES, IMPLEMENTATION, AND CONTROLCHOOSING AMONG ALTERNATIVESIMPLEMENTATIONADDITIONAL ADVICE ON IMPLEMENTATIONCONTROLCHAptER 7 USING THE TECHNIQUES USING YOUR INTUITION Foreword to 101 Creative SolutionsBusiness and
their managers, professional staff, team leaders and other employees face many challenges as they approach the twenty-first century. Change is happening at an accelerated pace. The number of competitors is increasing dramatically. Business is globalizing. New technologies are being introduced at a rapid pace. The size of the
workforce is becoming more diverse. There is a shortage of certain resources, including highly skilled workers. There is a transformation from an industrial society to a knowledge-based society. Economic and market conditions are becoming increasingly unstable, especially on a global basis. Voters are more demanding. Finally, the
whole business environment is becoming more complex. To meet these challenges and the opportunities they create, businesses are using creative problem-solving and innovation more than ever before. To achieve an effective and effective level of creative solutions to the problems and innovations that are the result, the organization
must improve the creativity of its working groups and individuals, and it must create the right kind of organizational culture that will turn this creativity into innovation. One of the key ways in which individuals and groups can improve their creativity is through learning creative processes, techniques that use innate intuitive and creative
abilities, techniques that target these abilities to create new or advanced products or services, or create more effective and effective organizational This book describes the basic creative problem-solving (CPS) model, and then describes 101 methods for unleashing individual and group creativity. These methods follow the CPS model.
Managers, professionals, team managers, and any other employee interested in improving their work or working group, or, for that matter, the whole company, will find this book useful. This book is easy to use in the company's training programs. Organizational creative education programmes have grown rapidly in recent months, and this
book is designed to meet the needs of such programmes. Download 101 Creative Methods to Solve Higgins' Problems in PDF format for free. Free.
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